
 

CLIENT ENTERTAINING 
Leave a lasting impression whilst you nurture long-term client relationships through our incomparable 
entertaining experiences

Complimentary tickets and programmes to be used throughout 
the year

Private hospitality opportunity to host an event with pre-show
and interval receptions in The Old Vic’s historic spaces with an  
insightful welcome from a member of the Old Vic team

Invitations to our Corporate Members’ Evenings, including a 
pre-performance drinks and canapés reception with a welcome 
from a member of the creative team, followed by best seats to the 
show and an interval reception

Invitations to our Opening Nights, including an invite-only,  
pre-show drinks reception and tickets to the performance, followed 
by an exclusive post-show party where the cast and creative team 
will be in attendance

Invitations to an Annual Corporate Supporters’ Reception,  
including pre-show and interval receptions and tickets to the  
performance, followed by a memorable post-show reception hosted  
on the legendary Old Vic stage

An unforgettable opportunity to host an event with pre-show and 
interval receptions at The Old Vic, including an exclusive post-show 
reception on the iconic Old Vic stage with cast invited to attend

Opportunities to reserve a table for pre-show, interval and  
post-show drinks in one of our bars

PREMIUM
£30,000 + VAT

GOLD
£7,500 + VAT

PLATINUM
£15,000 + VAT

THE OLD VIC EVENTS 
Provide exclusive opportunities for your VIP clients offering differentiation and distinction from your competitors

BRANDING  
Encourage a deeper and more positive emotional connection with your brand amongst culturally engaged audiences 

STAFF ENGAGEMENT  
Become an employer of choice through innovative staff engagement opportunities for the whole business

Recognition of your support in all of The Old Vic’s show programmes

Recognition of your support on The Old Vic website including  
a link to your company’s website

Opportunity to host a backstage history tour for up to 20 people  
— ideal for away days and staff rewards

Exclusive access to The Old Vic’s innovative Corporate Training  
Programme through which staff can access three key training  
modules and fully bespoke programmes (at an additional cost)

Recognition of your support in The Old Vic foyer

Employee priority booking for The Old Vic productions
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